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royal  PaPercraft

to coincide with the royal Wedding in 2011, i created a free piece of 
diy merchandise to counter all the poorly designed souvenirs that were 
flooding the shops at the time.

Getting up to 500 hits a day and also being showcased in the daily mail’s 
top 5 royal Wedding souvenirs, it is probably the work i am most proud of. 

as a follow up, i created a paper vase to celebrate the diamond Jubilee and 
boy and girl rocking horses during the speculation of the royal baby.
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11  rugby road

artists open houses is an event where artists/designers open their houses 
to sell their products directly to the public. 

as well as exhibiting and selling my own work here, i was responsible for 
re-branding the house and setting up an online presence at 11rugbyroad.
com

tailoring the look for a christmas theme, i kept the brand simple to show 
off the range of products available. this was used on bags, flyers, posters 
and online. 

for spring the  brand has developed to incorporate a Blue tit and colourful 
look and feel to reflect the season. the brand will develop for multiple uses 
to include an online store and pop up shops. 



BBQ. With prices this low  
it should probably stand   
 for “better buy quick.”  

www.lidl.co.uk/winecellarwww.lidl.co.uk/winecellar
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lidl  caMPaIgNS

during my time at lidl, i have worked on advertising campaigns that have 
seen public opinion change to be far more positive towards the company. 

my responsibilities focused on appealing to customers who would have 
dismissed the supermarket, creating advertising and magazine material 
focusing on design and quality rather than price and volume of products 
on a page. Working in collaboration with the agency tBWa, the overhaul 
in the image gained widespread praise.

in addition to graphic design, my team come up with creative ideas to 
coincide with advertising. my idea of a ‘lidl brown bag’ was taken on board 
and rolled out nationally with a huge positive reaction. 

my experience on social media was called upon during a long running 
image campaign, which saw me taking photographs for advertising in an 
instagram style and advising on artistic direction.



Deluxe, voted Retail Week Own Brand Range of the Year 2014.

Fresh C
arvery Lam

b Joint  £
4.99/kg, available from

 14th A
pril, subject to availability. Selected stores. Prices correct at tim

e of going to print &
 valid for a lim

ited period only.

 You won’t need to hunt for anything 
this Easter. You'll find everything 
you need in our award winning 
 Deluxe range.

Sunshine Bouquet £6, available 17th A
pril. Straw

berries &
 C

ream
 Tart 580g, £2.99, 51.6p/100g. Sicilian Lem

on C
heesecake 539g, £2.99, 55.5p/100g. C

ornish C
am

em
bert 180g, £1.59, 88.3p/100g. M

ature Blue Stilton 454g, £3.29, 72.5p/100g.

WINNER Easter? More like “Feaster”.
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lidl  eaSter

i have worked on seasonal and special campaigns for lidl, including 
christmas, french Wine promotion and summer signage. for easter 2014 
and 2015 i took a lead role in designing direction taken for all elements of 
advertising. 

i chose clean, vector based shapes i drew with plenty of white space and 
colour, to emphasise the freshness of easter products. this style was used 
for in-store decorations, advertising and social media. 

the vector based shapes are something the company chose to 
continue into Summer and christmas campaigns and taken on-board 
internationally.

With a college i produced a magazine which was inserted into newspapers 
and instore. newspaper front cover wraps were also required. layout, type 
and photography skills were key to the success here.
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coMMuNItree

in the summer of 2014 , i worked on a personal project called 
communitree. i was responsible for the identity, website (communitree.
wix.com/home) and the media presence of the scheme. 

through twitter and instagram we were able to communicate with the 
public and the press and be printed in newspapers and magazines. 

i am hoping to expand the web presence and free downloads for people to 
print at home. 
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book deSiGn

in collaboration with my sister who works as a Primary School teacher, i 
designed and manufactured 2 ‘read aloud’ children’s book. 

With a brilliant story to work with that lends itself perfectly to playful 
typography, i wanted to make Silly Voices something that was easy to read 
but visually great for both children and adults. the minimalistic design 
shows off the creative illustrations and highlights the fun ‘silly voices’ 
element to the book.

for Silly Beans i used a vivid colour pallet and clean type layout to sit 
alongside the pastel illustrations. this is continued in the jelly bean 
illustration pattern.
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rebraNdINg  rydon
during my time as a marketing designer at construction company rydon, 
my strength at creating strong and fresh brand identities was utilised. 

i played a leading role bringing both ‘rydon’ and a subsidiary ‘ryhurst’ up-
to-date with major re-brands. this was achieved by removing confusing 
colour schemes and creating consistent, clean graphic elements.

though it was challenging creating something that was both fresh and 
that remained loyal to the history of the long established company, i 
worked hard to produce something i was proud to submit. my designs are 
now currently used in all the marketing material for ryhurst and is being 
rolled out for larger company rydon, including their entire fleet range.

2
BETTER HEALTHCARE ESTATES
THROUGH PARTNERSHIP
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Logo  & identit y
Branding and identity design is something i enjoy the 
challenge of and list as my biggest strength. Summing up 
a brand in a typeface, colour and logo is often a privilege 
and stretches my creativity. 

this collection of logos represent brands or designs i 
have worked on with clients. Some i was given full reign 
on conception and others had strict design guidelines to 
follow.


